eStratEx Updates
2016, Release 4
This weekend we will deploy updates to our eStratEx software system. Please use this document as a resource to stay
up-to-date with changes and improvements that you may encounter in eStratEx. If you have any questions about these
updates and how they may affect your company of employees, please contact your Service Team.
We’ve changed our release notes format! So that you can easily skim through the items contained in the notes, the
table of contents will give a summary of each item. If you would like more details on any item, each update can be
clicked on to take you to the longer explanation in the full notes below.

Summary of this release:
1. Managing Employees
1.1. The employer “Direct Deposit” link for new hires will now take admin users to the HR direct deposit step,
rather than the employee’s.
1.2. The “Preferred Name” field (formerly labeled “Nickname”) on an employee’s “Name and SSN” page is now
visible on more pages.
1.3. An update to how Security Roles interact with the Document Courier has been made to allow all users to
successfully use the tool.
1.4. The “Concerning:” field on workflow To Do notifications has been updated to populate with the name of
the employee the To Do concerns, rather than the name of the user receiving the To Do.
1.5. The employee Emergency Contact Page has been converted.

2. Reporting
2.1. The “Multiple Positions Report” now includes “Employment Status” as a field in the last column.
2.2. Levels in the “Expense by Expense Type” report now populate directly from the expense entry.
2.3. All users with access to the Standard Reports page are now able to flag reports as personal favorites, and
HR+ users can flag global favorites.
2.4. Employee name has been added to the top of Pay History reports.
2.5. The Benefit Reconciliation Report will now zero out “EE Monthly Cost,” “ER Monthly Cost,” and “Total
Monthly Cost” fields if the employee’s current status is “Terminated” and if the employee’s “Benefit
Termination Date” is before the report’s month.
2.6. An error with the “Employees Not Enrolled” report has been fixed.

3. Payroll
3.1. The payroll To Do drop-down menus for “Earning Code” and “Deduction Code” now default to “Select...”
3.2. When creating a payroll To Do, the earning and deduction code fields are no longer required if the
amount/hours entered is zero.
3.3. The Wisconsin WT-4 form has been updated.
3.4. The deductions page for employees with multiple FEIN records has been improved.

4. Benefits
4.1. Deduction and earning calculations have been updated for the Domestic Partner coverage type.

5. Timekeeping
5.1. The system now better handles timesheet entries not tied to levels.
5.2. Enhanced ability to add timesheet entries in different time zones has been added.
5.3. The recording of unpaid time off will now require in and out times in HH:MM format in all cases.
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1. Managing Employees
1.1. The employer “Direct Deposit” link for new hires will now take admin users to the HR direct
deposit step, rather than the employee’s.
Item Identified: In the past, when an admin user selected the “Direct Deposit” step in the new hire
dashboard, the user was taken to the employee’s “Direct Deposit” step.
Resolution: The link has been updated, and will now take admin users to the HR “Direct Deposit” step
when selected during the new hire process.
1.2. The “Preferred Name” field (formerly labeled “Nickname”) on an employee’s “Name and SSN”

page is now visible on more pages.

Item Identified: The “Preferred Name” field was not saving on employee “Name and SSN” pages.
Resolution: This has been changed, and the “Preferred Name” can now be saved. The “Preferred Name”
is now available as a reporting option in the Report Creator’s “Master Template.” Also, a setting can now
be enabled by the Service Team to make the “Preferred name” visible on the employee’s profile pages.
1.3. An update to how Security Roles interact with the Document Courier has been made to allow all

users to successfully use the tool.
Item Identified: Certain user roles were being prevented from accessing documents assigned to them
via the Document Courier.
Resolution: We have tweaked how security roles interact with the Document Courier to solve this
problem. Additionally, we have made a change to allow users ability to assign documents to anyone
they have access to (which was already an option) PLUS anyone who has assigned them a document in
the past. This will allow employees who don't have access to any other users the ability to assign
documents back to administrators who have sent them documents in the past.
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1.4. The “Concerning:” field on workflow To Do

notifications has been updated to populate with the
name of the employee the To Do concerns, rather
than the name of the user receiving the To Do.
Item Identified: To Do workflow notifications include
a field called “Concerning:” which used to populate
with the name of the user receiving the To Do. In
order to increase clarity, we decided to change that to
the name of the employee that the To Do relates to.
Resolution: The change has been made for several
Workflows. These include: Address Change, Name
Change, Open Enrollment Completed, Direct Deposit
Change, New Hire Completed, Asset Assigned,
Birthdays, Email/Password Change, Emergency
Contact Change, Position Update (Reason= Position
Update), Progressive Discipline, Salary/Promotion*,
and TAFW Deleted.
1.5. The employee Emergency Contact Page has been converted.

Item Identified: We would like to continue with the conversion of the system pages to optimize mobile
and desktop usability, and to standardize page look and feel throughout the system.
Resolution: We have converted the employee Emergency Contact page.

2. Reporting
2.1. The “Multiple Positions Report” now includes “Employment Status” as a field in the last column.
Item Identified: Employment Status was not a field in the “Multiple Positions Report.”
Resolution: Employment Status has been added as a field at the end. This update will make it possible to
filter by status and differentiate between active/non-active employees in this report.
2.2. Levels in the “Expense by Expense Type” report now populate directly from the expense entry.
Item Identified: Default Levels were populating within the “Expense by Expense Type” report for all
expense entries, regardless of actual expense allocation.
Resolution: The “Expense by Expense Type” report now pulls levels as allocated in expense reports.
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2.3. All users with access to the Standard Reports page are now able to flag reports as personal

favorites, and HR+ users can flag global favorites.

Item Identified: Client roles attempting to save reports as Personal or Global favorites from the new
Standard Reports page were receiving an error stating that they did not have the required permissions
for the action.
Resolution: This has been corrected, and users with access can now save reports as Personal/Global
favorites as appropriate according to their security role.
2.4. Employee name has been added to the top of Pay History reports.
Item Identified: When running a Pay History report from Pay and Benefits> Pay History, the generated
report did not include employee name.
Resolution: Employee name has been added to the top of the report, underneath Pay Group.
2.5. The Benefit Reconciliation Report will now zero out “EE Monthly Cost,” “ER Monthly Cost,” and

“Total Monthly Cost” fields if the employee’s current status is “Terminated” and if the
employee’s “Benefit Termination Date” is before the report’s month.
Item Identified: “EE Monthly Cost,” “ER Monthly Cost,” and “Total Monthly Cost” were not zeroing out
correctly based on the employee status.
Resolution: This has been corrected, and now these fields on the Benefit Reconciliation Report will be
zero when appropriate. For example, if an employee is terminated and their “Benefit Termination Date”
was February 15, 2016, then these values will populate for a February 2016 report, but not for March
2016.
2.6. An error with the “Employees Not Enrolled” report has been fixed.
Item Identified: When trying to access the “Employees Not Enrolled” report, the system was returning
an error.
Resolution: This has been remedied and the report is accessible again.
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3. Payroll
3.1. The payroll To Do drop-down menus for “Earning Code” and “Deduction Code” now default to

“Select...”
Item Identified: When
creating a payroll To Do,
the “Earning Code” and
“Deduction Code” fields
defaulted to the first
option in each list.
Resolution: Both fields
default to a “Select…”
menu option now. This
should help to prevent
accidentally submitting To
Dos with inappropriate
deduction or earning
codes.
3.2. When creating a payroll To

Do, the earning and deduction code fields are no longer required if the amount/hours entered is
zero.
Item Identified: Earning code and deduction code fields were required when setting up a payroll To Do,
even if there was no value for amount/hours.
Resolution: Unless there is a value associated with the field, the requirement to fill these fields has been
removed.
3.3. The Wisconsin WT-4 form has been updated.
Item Identified: Demographic information was not automatically populating in the WT-4 form, and
certain information was not reflected in the grid on the employee’s W4 Information page.
Resolution: The form was updated.
3.4. The deductions page for employees with multiple FEIN records has been improved.
Item Identified: When
an employee had
multiple FEIN records
(i.e., has been
transferred via InterCompany transfer), in
order to see past
deductions the old
FEIN needed to be
selected in the quick
search bar before selecting it on the Employee Deductions page.
Resolution: This has been updated, and deductions tied to different FEINs can now be seen by selecting
the appropriate FEIN in the drop down menu on the Employee Deductions page.
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4. Benefits
4.1. Deduction and earning calculations have been updated for the Domestic Partner coverage type.
Item Identified: The calculation method for determining imputed income for Domestic Partners and
their children needed to be revised.
Resolution: We've adjusted our imputed income calculation method for domestic partners and children
of domestic partners covered under Medical, Dental or Vision plans. We now will support an associated
post-tax deduction to go along with the pre-tax deduction and imputed income earning. Please contact
your Service Team if you'd like to utilize this feature.

5. Timekeeping
5.1. The system now better handles timesheet entries not tied to levels.
Item Identified: In rare cases, timesheet entries were created without a level. In those cases, the
timesheet entry did not allow admin users to easily identify that it was not tied to a level.
Resolution: If an entry is not tied to a level, the selected level classification will be blank.
5.2. Enhanced ability to add timesheet entries in
different time zones has been added.
Item Identified: Timesheet entries manually added
are automatically tied to the time zone of the user
adding it, based on computer registration. Users did
not have the ability to change the time zone of
these entries.
Resolution: When adding an entry, users are now
able to select a different time zone from a drop
down menu.
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5.3. The recording of unpaid time off will now

require in and out times in HH:MM format
in all cases.
Item Identified: When breaks are recorded
manually within a timesheet, the total
unpaid time is entered instead of actual
break times. This can cause issues when
attempting to prove at which exact time a
break was taken.
Resolution: Now all entry of breaks will be
done through the entry of times of day in
HH:MM format.
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